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BREATH TAKING NEWS: ANSWERING THE UNCERTAINTY ISSUE
By Jared Olson, Idaho’s Traffic Safety Resource Prosecutor
One of the most damning pieces of evidence in an impaired driving case is the
blood alcohol content of the driver. When
the evidence is a breath test, the most
common defense strategy is to attack the
accuracy of the breath testing instrument.
The defense will question whether the Intoxilyzer is a machine or instrument and
try to argue that machines make mistakes.
Typically, the defense will try to overstate
the so-called “margin of error.” Consider
this all-to-common question during crossexamination:

All breath testing instruments are subject
to measurement uncertainty. In fact, breath
test devices are no different than any other
quantitative measuring system used by
scientists, engineers, and so forth. They are
all subject to measurement uncertainty,
including the wooden ruler I used in grade
school. The term “uncertainty” can be misleading, especially when the term “error”
is used interchangeably by the defense.
The misuse of these terms can be difficult
to combat because of their misuse in the
various studies and literature. Therefore, it
can be expected the defense will make an
Q: I am interested in the machine and issue of it when it comes to breath testing
how accurate it may be. An Intoxilyzer instruments.
5000 (Lifeloc FC20/Alco-Sensor III) has
in inherent rate of error, doesn’t it?
The “uncertainty issue” relates to the
level of certainty a scientist can attribute to
A: Your fixin’ to try and confuse me and a measurement. More specifically, the level
everyone in this courtroom, aren’t you!
of certainty we can attribute to the breath
test result. The more precisely we control
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the various factors affecting the measurement, the less uncertainty we find in the
calculation result. All breath testing programs strive for accuracy, precision and
scientific acceptability. To ensure precision
and accuracy, manufacturers and agencies
(like ISP Forensic Services) must take several steps in their breath-testing programs.
(Continued on Page 2)
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Answering the Uncertainty . . . Continued from Page 1
First, the Evidentiary Breath Testing device (EBT) must at least conform to the
U.S. Department of Transportation’s national standards for breath testing. These
standards were created by the National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration
(NHTSA) who maintains a Conforming
Products List of all EBTs meeting its specifications and performance requirements.

urement uncertainty (not to be confused
with error) of the Lifeloc FC20, ISPFS
conducted a scientific study and concluded the FC20 was indeed more
precise than the minimum criteria set
by the USDOT in order to be listed
on the NHTSA Conforming Products
List. (To see an explanation of this
study Click Here) In addition, ISPFS
created a “Frequently Asked Questions” document to assist the legal
community in understanding this
very technical area. Let’s take a look
at a couple of the questions addressing the “uncertainty issue.”

Second, the breath testing program must
create and follow scientific protocols.
Uncertainty in
These are the administrative rules and
Measurment
standard operating procedures requiring
technicians and operators to keep accurate
records documenting the use and testing of
every instrument.
Q: How Accurate are approved Evithe 0.08 level
dential Breath Testing Devices (EBT’s)?
had a breath result of 0.084, the
Third, the EBTs must be calibrated beuncertainty percentage (1.81% or 0.0181)
fore they are approved for use in the field. A: "ISPFS approved evidential breath ana- is multiplied by 0.084. The obtained numOnce the EBT is in the field, regular test- lyzers, meet and exceed the USDOT re- ber is then added to and subtracted from
ing (“performance verifications”) must be quirements of producing results within plus the instrument measured value (e.g. 0.084
conducted in accordance with the adminis- or minus 5% or .005 (whichever is greater) x 0.0181 = [+/-] 0.00152).”
trative rules. Performance verifications test of a known alcohol standard in order to be
the general trending of the instrument us- included in the conforming products list of
Click Here for Full FAQ
ing a known standard (e.g., ISPFS ap- evidential breath testing devices. Measproved alcohol solution). If the instrument urement uncertainty percentages for the
I would strongly encourage prosecutors,
does not produce a result within the re- Intoxilyzer 5000/EN and the Alcosensor breath testing specialists and operators of
quired tolerances, the breath testing pro- III/IIIA are +/- 3%. Measurement uncer- EBTs to become very familiar with the
gram must have protocols in place for tainty percentages for the Lifeloc FC20 are answers to these “FAQs.” It is not uncommaintenance of the EBT. The theory under- +/- 3.16%, +/- 1.81% and +/- 2.64% at the mon for the defense to attack the reliability
lying regular field performance verifica- critical levels of 0.04, 0.08 and 0.20 re- of our EBTs and the integrity of Idaho’s
tions is simple: EBTs cannot fix them- spectively. Measurement uncertainty per- breath testing program. Frankly, I would
selves; if an EBT works properly before centages calculated from ISPFS validation not expect anything less. However, to enand after a particular breath test, one can studies for each approved instrument are sure a fair fight requires an understanding
be confident the instrument worked prop- available upon request of ISPFS.”
that the uncertainty measurement is actuerly at the time of the suspect’s test.
ally making certain the breath test results
Q: How do I apply the measurement are reliable. When properly calibrated,
The “uncertainty issue” began cropping uncertainty percentage?
performance verified, maintained and opup more regularly in Idaho courtrooms
erated, EBTs are precise, accurate, reliable
with the introduction of the Lifeloc FC20 A: “The ISPFS evaluation of precision is and dependable. Finally, do not become so
as an approved EBT by ISPFS. The de- based on data obtained under controlled caught up in the defendant’s “uncertainty
fense claim was the manufacturer of the laboratory conditions. The data will only issue” that you do not correlate all of the
Lifeloc FC20 reported a +/- 5% “margin apply in a DUI testing situation when a signs of impairment supporting the accuof error.” The defense would then compare pair of deep lung air samples are obtained racy of the test results (e.g. driving pattern,
this number with the measurement uncer- properly and in accordance wit the Breath observations, admissions, performance on
tainty percentage of +/- 3% for the Intox- Alcohol Analytical Methods. If the breath sobriety tests). Make certain the jury sees
ilyzer 5000/EN and Alcosensor III/IIIA. sample is inadequate, most likely a lower the big picture! The state’s position should
The implication was the new FC20 device reading and less agreement between sam- not be the instruments never malfunction,
was less precise than the old devices, mak- ples (precision) may result. It must be em- but instead that it did not malfunction in
ing it appear the state was regressing in the phasized that the application of the meas- this defendant’s case.
precision, accuracy and reliability of its urement uncertainty percentage results in a
breath testing program. In truth, USDOT value range, both below and above the **Moses Garcia, Washington TSRP conmerely certified that the Lifeloc FC20 pre- obtained value. An attorney wishing to tributed to this article. To see the issues
cision was less than +/- 5%, not that it was provide a [+/-] value to a jury would mul- being raised in our neighboring state,
+/- 5%.
tiply the uncertainty percentage (at the Click Here to view Moses’ article “The
chosen prosecution level) by the breath Uncertainty Issue: How to Fight It,” in
In order to provide independent verifica- instrument measured value. For example, the March 2010 edition of “Impaired
tion of the precision and associated meas- if a Lifeloc FC20 case being prosecuted at Driving Update.”
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Wagner argues because the abandonment
of the blood draw was not his fault, and
because he agreed to and fully complied
with the blood test, he did not refuse evidentiary testing under I.C. § 18-8002. Furthermore, Wagner argues he should have
been advised of being required to submit to
a breath test if the blood draw was unsuccessful.

Idaho Traffic Law Update
State v. Green, (Ct.App.2010):
Green appeals arguing his due process
rights were violated by the continued denial of his requests to contact an attorney
after he refused the breath test. During the
investigation, Green refused to perform the
standardized field sobriety tests without
first speaking with a lawyer. Later he was
requested to provide a breath sample,
which again he refused without consulting
an attorney. The State prepared a warrant
to obtain a blood draw. The warrant was
issued and a blood draw was conducted.
Green acknowledged he had no right to
telephone his attorney before submitting to
or refusing a breath test under I.C. § 188002. However, Green argues his constitutional rights to due process were violated
when officers continued to deny his request after he had refused to submit to a
breath test. It is clear that a due process
right to take steps to preserve evidence
arises after submission to the State’s BAC
tests. Green argues the same right arises if
the defendant refuses the State’s test.
The Court of Appeals cites a split among
other jurisdictions addressing this issue,
but ultimately concluded there was no violation of Green’s right to due process when
he was denied access to a telephone until
after the blood draw. The Court held that
Idaho’s statutory scheme of implied consent, State testing, and defendant’s right to
independent testing without unreasonable

First
Supreme
Court

delay, are adequate to safeguard a suspect’s
due process rights. The Court said Green
intentionally rejected the very protection
the statutory system affords by his refusal.
He was properly informed of his rights and
obligations under the implied consent stat- The Court of Appeals disagreed and upheld
ute and there was no undue delay caused the civil refusal suspension finding Wagby the State.
ner’s actions constituted a refusal within
the meaning of I.C. § 18-8002. The Court
Green next argued because the blood draw said the officer was entitled to again rewas pursuant to a warrant, the implied con- quest the breath test when the blood draw
sent statute’s provision denying a right to failed to produce evidentiary results. Citing
counsel is inapplicable. The Court rejected past case law, the Court explains an officer
this argument stating the language of the is under no obligation to offer an alternastatute did not support this contention. tive method of testing to a driver. FurtherBecause Green had not submitted to any more, the driver’s willingness to take anevidentiary testing prior to the blood draw, other form of test generally does not nethe statutory declaration of no right to con- gate the effect of his refusal to submit to
sult with counsel remained in effect until the form of test requested by the officer.
after the blood was drawn. The Court con- Finally, the Court found Wagner was
cluded, “The Due Process Clause requires warned that if he failed to complete an
procedures that afford fundamental fair- evidentiary test he would lose his license
ness, not procedures that are maximally when the officer read the 18-8002 advisory
beneficial to the defendant or that enable form.
the defendant to thwart legitimate State
efforts to preserve evanescent incriminat- Editor’s Note: Although this decision
ing evidence” (p. 7).
seems to imply that obtaining evidentiary
results is not a refusal, it does NOT adNote: Judge Gutierrez dissented agreeing dress the situation where the driver refuses
with the jurisdictions holding a DUI arres- the breath test and an involuntary blood
tee has a due process right to gather inde- draw is conducted. In these cases,
pendent evidence of sobriety regardless of prosecutors should distinguish between the
whether he refuses or submits to a state’s facts of the Wagner case and the facts of
BAC test. Judge Gutierrez found the state’s their case. For example, in many cases the
interest in denying the arrestee access to a driver refuses the breath test and the officer
telephone “is de minimis once it has been decides to pursue blood evidence. Drivers
established that the arrestee will not submit often verbally refuse the blood test, but
to a breath test.”
will not physically resist. I recommend
distinguishing Wagner from the above exState v. Wagner, (Ct.App.2010): ample if deciding to purse the civil refusal
suspension. The prosecutor should focus
As part of a DUI investigation, Wag- on the extra time, effort and expense in
ner was asked to provide a breath pursuing the involuntary blood draw after
test which he refused. However, the offered breath test is refused. The
Wagner told the officer he would be Court of Appeals states, “…the agreement
willing to have his blood drawn to conduct an alternative test is under the
which the officer accommodated. assumption that the driver will cooperate in
After numerous attempts, the the alternative test, and that it will produce
phlebotomist was unable to find a evidentiary results” (p. 6). Wagner revein that would produce blood. quested and fully complied with the blood
The officer again requested Wag- test but it did not produce an evidentiary
ner to submit to a breath test and result. In the above example, the driver is
Wagner again refused. His license not fully cooperating even though an eviwas seized, and ultimately sus- dentiary result is obtained.
pended, for refusing evidentiary testing.
(Continued on Page 4)
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State v. Moore, 231 P.3d 532, In the second case, the Court of Appeals gument, except for that statement, was
rejected Moore’s argument his constitu- clearly proper. Yet, even that statement
(Ct.App.2010):
tional and statutory speedy trial rights were was found to proper because it was “an
Moore appeals two separate convictions
for Felony DUI. Both cases relied on a
prior North Dakota conviction for enhancement. In the first case, Moore argues
the trial court erred in (1) admitting the
North Dakota judgment of conviction
where the copy offered as evidence was
not certified and therefore was not authenticated pursuant to the Idaho Rules of Evidence; (2) the state did not carry its burden
in proving the North Dakota conviction
was constitutionally valid; and (3) the
North Dakota statute was not “substantially conforming” to I.C. § 18-8004.

violated. The Court found Moore had
agreed to, acquiesced in, or was the cause
of most of the delay. Moore did not even
assert his speedy trial rights until 16
months after he was charged, and the Court
also found no perceptible prejudice in the
record from the delay. However, given the
inadmissibility of the North Dakota judgment of conviction in the other case, this
case was remanded for further proceedings
consistent with the opinion and a Rule 11
plea agreement.

The State argued the judgment was sufficiently authenticated where the second
page of the packet bore the requisite certification, the documents all bore the same
or similar case numbers and the prosecutor
had represented all three pages had arrived
in a single envelope. The Court of Appeals
rejected this argument holding that public
records must both be authenticated pursuant to Article IX and consist either of
original documents or certified copies. In
this case, the copy of the judgment of conviction was not certified. Therefore, the
judgment of conviction was vacated and
the case was remanded.

Wheeler appeals his conviction for DUI
arguing the officer falsely testified without
correction by the prosecutor and the prosecutor improperly vouched for the officer in
closing arguments. Wheeler also claimed
the results of the blood test should have
been suppressed because he revoked his
statutory consent, the blood draw was unreasonable, and the trial court had denied
the motion based upon the false testimony
of the officer.

As guidance in the event of a new trial, the
Court of Appeals addressed the remaining
issues in that case. The Court found the
judgment of conviction was not constitutionally invalid. Moore argued the State
failed to make a prima facie showing that
his guilty plea in North Dakota was obtained with a knowing, voluntary waiver of
his Sixth Amendment right to counsel.
The Court of Appeals said the state must
initially establish a prima facie showing of
only the existence of the prior convictions
as opposed to their validity. This only requires the state to produce copies of judgments of convictions or similar evidence.
After this showing, the burden is shifted to
the defendant to prove the conviction was
constitutionally defective. If the defendant
raises a triable issue of fact (which Moore
did not) then the burden of proof is upon
the State to rebut the defendant’s evidence.
Finally, the Court also found the North
Dakota statute was substantially conforming to the Idaho DUI statute and was
proper to use in enhancement of his DUI
charge.

State v. Wheeler, (Ct.App.2010):

argument to the jury of a common sense
consideration to factor into the credibility
determination.” The Court distinguished
this case from State v. Gross, where a similar statement made by a prosecutor was
found to be improper vouching because in
that case the statement was referring to
facts not in evidence.

Finally, Wheeler’s arguments the blood
draw was unreasonable under the 4th
Amendment and similar provisions of the
Idaho Constitution also failed. Wheeler’s
blood had been drawn on site, by a member of an ambulance crew who stated they
were qualified to draw blood. The officers
held Wheeler’s wrists in the back of the
police car as the blood draw was performed. Wheeler protested but did not
physically fight the blood draw.

First, Wheeler argued the blood draw was
unreasonable because he revoked his consent, thus eliminating the consent exception to the warrant requirement. The Court
of Appeals held in light of the Idaho Supreme Court’s decision in Diaz, a protest to
Wheeler’s claim of false testimony and a blood draw does not invalidate consent
prosecutorial misconduct focused on the created by a person’s actions and statute.
officer’s rather “consistent testimony” that
he had first read Wheeler the I.C. § 18- Second, the Court also rejected Wheeler’s
8002 advisory form and then requested argument that officers can only perform
Wheeler to perform a breath test. Wheeler involuntary blood draws under the listed
attempted to impeach the officer’s credibil- circumstances in I.C. § 18-8002(6)(b). The
ity through the officer’s audio/video which Idaho Supreme Court had previously reappeared to show the request was actually jected this argument in Diaz stating the
made first and the advisory form was read statute only speaks to when an officer can
second. However, the officer testified he order an authorized person to draw blood
communicated with Wheeler regarding over that person’s objection. Nothing in
breath testing both before and after reading I.C. § 18-8002 limits the officer’s authority
the advisory form. The Court of Appeals to require a defendant to submit to a blood
found the issue was fully examined and the draw.
jury was given the full picture. The Court
said, “Although the testimony appears to Third, Wheeler argues the blood draw was
be inconsistent with the video, not every- conducted in a medically unacceptable
thing which was occurring is discernible manner using unreasonable force. The trial
from the video.” The officer stood by his court found just the opposite holding: (1)
testimony and no prosecutorial misconduct Wheeler’s blood was drawn by an emerwas found to have occurred.
gency medical responder; (2) there was no
Next, the Court also held the prosecutor
did not improperly vouch for the officer
during closing arguments. In response to
Wheeler’s closing argument, the prosecutor made some statements in rebuttal,
including a statement that the officer
would not risk his career to make the case
against Wheeler. The Court of Appeals
found everything in the prosecutor’s ar-
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Disclaimer: This newsletter is a publication
of the Idaho Prosecuting Attorneys Association,
Inc. Readers are encouraged to share varying
viewpoints on current topics of interest. The
views expressed in this publication are those of
the authors and not necessarily of the State of
Idaho, IPAA, or the Idaho Department of Transportation. Please send comments, suggestions or
articles to jared.olson@post.idaho.gov.
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evidence it was performed in a medically
acceptable manner; (3) the fact is was
done in the back of the patrol car rather
than a hospital did not make it medically
unacceptable because “generally in everyday life blood is drawn in a number of
places outside of hospitals”; and (4) the
use of force was reasonable because
Wheeler was intoxicated, had been uncooperative with the police on other sobriety
tests, having him physically uncooperative could be dangerous, and the officers
only held Wheeler’s wrists for control
more so than in restraint. The Court of
Appeals upheld the factual findings of the
trial court.

State v. Ashworth, 148 Idaho 700,
(Ct.App.2010):
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Ashworth’s neighbor called police reporting gunshots coming from inside Ashworth’s home. Minutes later the neighbor
reported Ashworth had left the residence
driving a blue truck, was intoxicated, and
was heading to an Alcoholics Anonymous
(AA) meeting at the senior center. Officers responded to the center and located
Ashworth’s truck. They knocked on the
center’s door and the AA leader answered.
The leader informed the officers Ashworth was inside and was “four sheets to
the wind, and really drunk.” However, the
leader told the officers the AA group
would handle it. The officers ordered the
AA leader to step aside and entered the
building, ultimately arresting Ashworth
for Felony DUI.
Ashworth filed a motion to suppress arguing the officers did not possess reasonable, articulable suspicion he had committed a crime. The court granted the motion
on other grounds, specifically holding
Ashworth possessed a reasonable expec-

tation of privacy in the AA meeting. On
appeal, the State argued the district court
erred in finding Ashworth possessed a reasonable expectation of privacy while he
attended the AA meeting at the senior center. In addition, the State argued even if a
reasonable expectation of privacy existed,
the officers’ entry was justified by exigent
circumstances. The Court did not discuss
this second argument, finding the first issue was dispositive of the case.
In short, the Court concluded the evidence
presented at the suppression hearing did
not show whether Ashworth had a legitimate expectation of privacy at the AA
meeting. The Court recognized this was a
relatively complex area of the law. More
facts were needed and the burden of proving the existence of a legitimate expectation of privacy was on the defendant. No
evidence had been presented that Ashworth
possessed a subjective expectation of privacy, and if this expectation existed, there
was little to no evidence the expectation
was reasonable. The Court said it needed
to be determined whether the building was
public or private, and whether the general
public was “invited” to enter or whether
the entry was restricted. Furthermore, if the
entry was restricted, there needed to be
evidence on the nature of the restriction
and whether or not the restriction was enforced. The court also noted that the general characteristics of AA do not suffice to
prove the particular practices of the particular AA group in this case.
Finally, there was a question of whether
Ashworth had standing to challenge the
search at the meeting. Because Ashworth
failed to show he had standing at the original motion to suppress, the Court of Appeals reversed the district court’s order
granting Ashworth’s motion to suppress.

Training & Conferences Notice
(Click on Course Names for More Information)
The 16th Annual IACP DRE Conference — July 22-24, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Northwest Alcohol Conference — July 29-30, The Canyons Resort, Park City, Utah
IPAA’s 2010 Summer Conference — August 11-13, The Grove Hotel, Boise, Idaho
IPAA’s Prosecuting Drug Cases — September 20-21, Homewood Suites, Boise, Idaho
Prosecuting the Drugged Driver — October 26-28, West Yellowstone, Montana
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LAST CALL
It is time once again to celebrate living
in a nation where there is liberty and justice for all...or so we would hope! Better
yet would be living in a nation where the
pursuit of happiness would not be brought
to a tragic end by an impaired driver. Statistics from the past few years indicate a
few hundred Americans will be killed in
the next few days as we celebrate our nation’s independence. These lives are lost
because of the dependence some drivers
have on alcohol and other drugs.
This past month I traveled over 1000
miles across 22 of Idaho’s 44 counties. I
met with Idaho prosecutors and police officers. At every stop I was encountered
with questions and concerns regarding
cases where drivers are impaired by drugs
other than alcohol. Last July, NHTSA released it’s latest National Roadside Survey, a random sample of weekend night-

time drivers across the contiguous 48
states, researchers found 16.3% of the
drivers tested positive for drugs compared to 2.2% of drivers with BACs at
or above 0.08. In the 2010 National
Drug Control Strategy, President
Obama has called for drugged driving
to become a national priority on par
with preventing drunk driving. The
strategy calls for increased training
and certification of officers as Drug
Liberty Bell
Recognition Experts (DRE).
Expanding expertise among
Idaho prosecutors and officers in identifying impairment from drug use is a vital
Unfortunately, this 4th of July
public safety priority. Recognizing this weekend will be deadly, because of
need, I have been working with Erin In- thoughtless citizens who drive impaired.
man, my TSRP colleague in Montana to Officers will be cracking down and
offer a joint-training entitled “Prosecuting prosecutors will be waiting to hold offendthe Drugged Driver” on October 26-28, ers accountable. Driving impaired is sim2010 in West Yellowstone, Montana. ply not worth the risk of losing your freeSave the dates and watch for upcoming dom or taking the freedoms from others.
registration information!
Be Safe! -Jared Olson, TSRP
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